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Container File - Empty profile
code LTF1.misura/01

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Trimless, fully-retracting flush recessed modular systems
for housing system profiles and MINIFILE, FILE, FILE 2,
FILE 2 COMPLEMENTI, LEVA and FARETÈN finished
modules for creating cuts of continuous light or where light
modules alternate to voids, in plaster-board false-ceiling or
false-walls or in concrete or brick walls. Painted or anodised
extruded aluminium body, with a predefined length or cut to
size. To be completed with side end caps and finishing
cover for the empty spaces in a retracted position to
determine an effect of solids and voids. Can also be used
with LED linear light sources, to be completed with opal
white PC diffusing screen and remote power supplies, to
create retracted grooves of light.

PRODUCT SPECS

Installation method
Recessed with frame,
system

Finishing White

Power supply/transformer Not included

Dimension L2.24Hx3.86"

plasterboard thickness max. 25 mm
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Accessori Wallbox Couple of closure heads for wallbox FILE

code LT2480.1

Modular system for direct, diffused and/or accent lighting, consisting of hollow profiles made from
66x40 mm painted or anodised extruded aluminium, with a predefined length or cut to measure,
available in the following versions: wall-mounted, ceiling-mounted, suspended ,recessed with a
super-slim edge trim, just 5 mm wide (61.5 x 40 mm) and trimless recessed. To be integrated with
LED linear light sources, battens for T16 fluorescent lamps, projectors with built-in LED source and
max 16A 3-circuit track modules for inclusion of projectors. Fluorescent battens, complete with 50/60
Hz 230/240 V electronic power supply, LED batten driver included. To be completed with side end
caps with Light Proof system, opal white or microprismatic PC diffusing screen (in accordance with
EN 12464-1), closing profiles, with a predefined length or cut to measure, or dark-light aluminium
grille with high specular qualities and mounting brackets or suspension cables. IP40 protection rating.
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